Bulleted Style Discussion Question - Week 3

- Instructor introduction
- Instructor sets expectations and instructions
- webcam/audio
Describe three ways you envision utilizing VoiceThread in your course.

- Do you see VoiceThread as advantageous or disadvantageous for discussions and why?
- How might slide design and playback settings impact the success of having discussions in VoiceThread over text based discussions in Blackboard?
- If you were to set up the perfect discussion, what type of slide design would you create and why?
Describe three ways you envision utilizing VoiceThread in your course.
Do you see VoiceThread as advantageous or disadvantageous for discussions and why?
How might slide design and playback settings impact the success of having discussions in VoiceThread over text based discussions in Blackboard?
If you were to set up the perfect discussion, what type of slide design would you create and why?
Group Discussion Question - Week 3

- Instructor introduction
- Instructor sets expectations and instructions
- webcam/audio
Check Your Group for Your Name

Group 1
- Susan
- John
- Sarah
- Mike
- Anne
- Beth
- Aaron

Group 2
- Dave
- Marie
- Sharon
- Justin
- Joe
- Chris
- Hope

Group 3
- Mary
- Kathy
- Andy
- Paul
- Ryan
- Crystal
- Deborah
Describe three ways you envision utilizing VoiceThread in your course.

- Do you see VoiceThread as advantageous or disadvantageous for discussions and why?
- How might slide design and playback settings impact the success of having discussions in VoiceThread over text based discussions in Blackboard?
- If you were to set up the perfect discussion, what type of slide design would you create and why?
Describe three ways you envision utilizing VoiceThread in your course.

- Do you see VoiceThread as advantageous or disadvantageous for discussions and why?
- How might slide design and playback settings impact the success of having discussions in VoiceThread over text based discussions in Blackboard?
- If you were to set up the perfect discussion, what type of slide design would you create and why?
Describe three ways you envision utilizing VoiceThread in your course.

- Do you see VoiceThread as advantageous or disadvantageous for discussions and why?
- How might slide design and playback settings impact the success of having discussions in VoiceThread over text based discussions in Blackboard?
- If you were to set up the perfect discussion, what type of slide design would you create and why?
Topic Based Interest Discussion - Week 3

- Instructor introduction
- Instructor sets expectations and instructions
- webcam/audio
Topic A
Maximum 7 Students Participating

- Current events topic/debate
Topic B
Maximum 7 Students Participating

- Current event topic/debate
Topic C
Maximum 7 Students Participating

- Current event topic/debate